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About This Game

Fast-paced and furious, DiscStorm is an arena combat game where split-second reactions are essential to dodge flying discs as
they ricochet around at breakneck speed.

Meet up with your friends at home and challenge them to intense multiplayer deathmatches. If you want to really test your skills,
then the single player adventure boasts diverse settings such as haunted mansions and pirate ships - all of which come with their

own formidable enemies and epic boss fights.

Inspired by 90s console classics, DiscStorm evokes retro nostalgia with its upbeat chip-tune soundtrack and bold pixel-art
visuals. Successfully progress through the vibrant environments and you'll not only earn achievements for your efforts, but also

be rewarded with quirky new costumes for the cast of characters.
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Fast-paced arena combat - Gameplay that's easy to pick up, but truly difficult to master: dodge and deflect flying discs
as they ricochet around the arena at lightning speed.

Energetic local multiplayer - Invite friends over to battle. DiscStorm offers a variety of compelling game match types;
fight it out in a classic first-to-ten deathmatch or strive to keep the crown in the hectic 'Regicide' mode.

Epic boss fights - Each arena brings its own unique play-style and enemies. Whether it be the laser-shooting Stone
Golem in the jungle temple or the lava-spewing Fire Elemental of the volcano lair, exciting new challenges await you at
every turn.

Striking retro art and music - the soundtrack fuses modern dance trends with retro chiptunes, whilst the artwork
blends classic pixel art with high fidelity graphics.

A controller is highly recommended to play DiscStorm, a list of supported devices can be found HERE.
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This gaphical benchmark tries too hard to be a puzzle game.. quot;No dream is too big. No challenge is too great. Nothing we
want for our future is beyond our reach."

- ♥♥♥♥♥ Trumpet. very nice 100%. I was lucky enough to see this at PAX East and it intrigued me to demo it. After actualy
purchasing the game and starting to run through it, I'm glad to say that it has exceeded the already high hopes I had for it when
initially test playing it. I love the music and the simplicity of the mechanics combined with the complexity of the puzzles.
Would highly recommend for anyone that enjoys puzzle games.. For the "Blitzkrieg" title fans only. This is not a bad game
about the Great War, mind it! It is working with Windows 10, you have 3 major campaigns, for Germany, Russia, and
French\/England combined forces. And there is some additional campaign for the invasion in Russia in 1919, where you need to
defend Mother Russia from the whole bunch of freebie-lovers, as a Red commander...

However, if you're not familiar with the old Blitzkrieg, you'll see only the bad things, in all of the game's features.

First, none will take you by the hand. Right from the first mission of every campaign, you're supposed to know how to operate.
Like that you need to move your troops slowly, and use the artillery most of the times. And that cavalry is not good at storming
trenches and even a single field gun on the direct line of fire can obliterate the whole squad of your dragoons...

Second, the game is too old. The visuals will make your eyes bleed, I'll give 9 to 1 chance for that. You can't zoom on the map,
your troops will always be looking no more than ants, and if you're familiar with the RTS on the examples of Total War and 
Company of Heroes - just forget about it, once and for all. Blitzkrieg engine is not about good screenshots.

Third, this "World War 1" title ain't about historical realism either. Oh, sure, all of the units are quite good models: various
cavalry, armored cars, tanks, tow trucks, artillery... everything is authentical to the WW1 era... but certainly, the game balance
overcome the realism factor. So... you can invade Belgium with A7V Krupp Sturmpanzerwagen. In the year 1914. Not that it
will really help you, the 75mm field gun can burn you with 1-2 hits... right on the narrow bridge that you need to cross, and then
you're done, as it will block the way completely...

Oh, well, as I said, you need to know how to play Blitzkrieg right from the start, otherwise, you'll not get this game properly, and
will go with the refund, negative review and all that.

Just hear me now: don't start it. It's the fans-only product, for those who just can't get enough of Blitzkrieg no matter how many
titles with that engine they see. Anyone else is doomed to be unsatisfied with that game. I mark this product as 6\/10, but only as
a person knowing the drill. Would I be a newbie, I'd made a negative review just like the rest of modern day players.

As a final, let us remember World War 1 strategy games, okay? I did some research there, but it's not complete yet. Add
something, if you can, please!
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this game makes me want to die.

i give it a yes/10. A very interesting precision platformer based around the ability to run on any wall or ceiling as well as the
floor, which uses its story of two alien races and their hatred of eachother to inform a mechanical flow of moving back and
forth between two worlds. Red Robots and Blue Haries each have their own platforms, checkpoints, hazards, and level exits, and
you can only make use of or be safe from the ones you match. After a brief start to the game where you play as a Red out to get
his destroyed house replaced, you find a Blue disguise that you can switch on and off instantly (sometimes mid-jump) to
navigate complex environments, with new elements being gradually introduced with each world.

If there's one problem with the game, it's that when you're running sideways or upside down sometimes it's hard to tell which
direction on the controller/keyboard will make you move in which direction, especially when you dismount from a surface that's
vertical or upside down and try to control your fall. I had dozens of deaths caused simply by the fact that I thought that holding
this or that direction would cause me to move in a different direction than it actually did, ending with me running straight into a
hazard. The final boss (yes, this game has a couple boss fights, and they're generally well done) is the worst example of this in its
3rd and 4th phase- the entire stage rotates, meaning that sometimes your character will change direction or stop moving in the
middle of a jump.

Overall, though, this one's worth checking out. If you're all burned out on Meat Boy and the other well-known ones, try it out..
Best dad in the Xenoverse.. Bought it for my daughter but it is filled with buggs. Flickering graphics, menus in the middle of the
screen, crazy color bugs and much more. Do not recommend this game.. Great Graphics, Terrific Game Play, Optimization, and
Battle Music. Arguably Best TW ever.. good game #My_president ep2 when!. Controls are broken to the point that the game is
unplayable. Screen modes are 640x480 and 1024x768. (That's it.) Fullscreen disables aero and resizes the desktop, which
scrambles my desktop organization.

It's 2015. This♥♥♥♥♥♥is not ♥♥♥♥ing acceptable, and this title is the last straw. I've filed for a refund and will never again
purchase a game from ASTRO PORT. It's just overwhelmingly clear that they simply don't give a♥♥♥♥♥♥about their work.
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